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 Y
ou need two hands to pick sA973 up, not 

just because of the size and weight — 

which are typical for ukhamba — but be-

cause it is a vessel that demands your full 

(bodily) attention, whether you are lifting 

it to drink communal sorghum beer or to 

marvel at its formal integrity. the swelling belly is a topograph-

ic delight when explored with your fingers and only fully ap-

preciated when viewed from above. the spiky raised design 

is a dramatic example of amasumpa, the bumps (or ‘warts’ 

as the term is normally translated 

from isiZulu) that have become the 

most well known surface decora-

tion of ‘Zulu’ pottery.i they can be 

created by applying strips of clay 

(normally two to four inches wide) 

and impressing and pinching them 

to create raised points; subtractive 

carving into the surface of the pot 

when it is leather hard; or pushing 

clay from the inside of the vessel 

wall.ii In this example, the rough, 

fossil-like amasumpa form a broad 

unbroken band that spectacularly 

contrasts with the highly burnished 

and elegantly tapering form, the 

remarkably thin overall wall thickness, and the gently undu-

lating, unadorned mouth (imilomo). the small circumference 

of the base accentuates an assured sense of balance, one 

wrought from a mastery of medium as the divergent resolu-

tions of finish possible from shared alluvial origin is emphati-

cally demonstrated — one has to conduct repeated ‘digital’ 

explorations to emotionally confirm that the amasumpa and 

the blackened bands crisply framing them (achieved partly by 

twice-firing the vessel) are of the same material.iii the bumps 

provide an authoritative sense of grip on a pot, made using a 

traditional coiling technique, that could otherwise be slippery 

with surface evaporation when filled with the frothy pink-white 

utshwala; as such they are a reminder of the essential function-

ality of the beerpot. It advertises the skill of the southern African 

potter who made it and seems to adhere to european-American 

tastes for minimalist abstraction in ceramic production; but any 

modernist sensibility is a by-product of a rigorous resolution 

to formal and practical problems. Nonetheless it looks — and 

feels — amazing. 

    this ukhamba is recorded as 

being from the melmoth region of 

kwazulu-Natal, often described as 

the gateway to the Zulu Highlands; 

melmoth is a small town 200 km 

northeast of Durban, founded as 

a “gold rush” center in 1888 and 

named after sir melmoth osborn, 

the district commissioner at the 

time. more pertinently, it is an ex-

emplary iteration of now-iconic 

‘Zulu’ material culture, a loose 

aggregate of objects whose stand-

ing has dramatically escalated in 

the past 30 years and which have 

been asked to hold considerable 

symbolic weight and wear (sometimes conflicting) layers of 

“metaphorical patina,” to use suzanne Blier’s evocative phrase. 

Particularly since 1994 these objects have been discursively 

transformed from curiosities of primarily ethnographic interest 

to artworks bearing ethnic, regional, and even national identity 

in a burgeoning market as south Africa became subjected to fas-

cinated international gazes (however temporary and myopic).iv 

As I write this in the fall of 2014, twenty years since south Afri-

ca’s first democratic elections, the urgency of their significance 

Y
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— and value — only seems to grow at a rate that still outpaces 

the (belated) appreciation for African ceramic production more 

broadly. sA973 is one of approximately 1000 southern African 

vessels that Bernie and sue Pucker bought from the sociolo-

gist and filmmaker mynhardt Bester. they met in 1992 in Cape 

town in mr. Bester’s small store; it was, as Bernie acknowl-

edges, a serendipitous moment to start acquiring these works. 

Around 600 of these pots remain at the gallery; when one sees 

some of them together the variety of proportion, pattern and 

decoration is immediately conveyed. even within tight formal 

and functional boundaries, the dizzying array of radial, reflec-

tion, and bilateral symmetries possible through improvisations 

on a restricted set of geometric and organic themes is striking. It 

is a tradition constantly invigorated by citation, even if some of 

the experimentations of contemporary Zulu ceramicists like 

Clive sithole, the extended Nesta family, and Ian Garrett di-

vide opinion. elizabeth Perrill has successfully advocated for 

greater recognition and ‘naming’ of individual ceramic artists 

engaged with Zulu traditions, and the discernment of distinc-

tive individual styles (she has attributed a number of pieces 

in the Pucker collection to specific artists).v Certainly, many 

pieces successfully balance ‘modern’ decorative departures 

with traditional techniques. one example is sA77, an uphiso 

(a distinctively necked form of ukhamba traditionally used for 

transportation and storage rather than drinking) which exhib-

its the same three-stemmed plant form framed by a ‘v’ of stri-

ated lines on two sides of the vessel and two bowtie-shaped 

patterns of incised lines on the other two sides. each triangle 

is decorated with a different combination of diagonal and ver-

tical striations, and each mark retains a sketch-like freshness 

as if observationally recorded. the larger framing ‘v’s fade 

softly into the beautifully burnished surface but each line car-

ries a slight roughness providing grip and accentuating the 

surrounding sheen. the shapes form a repeating set of acute 

angles when viewed from above, cleverly coordinating the 

design, a pattern repeated in the angles created by the stems 

Uphiso, Zulu beerpot
Clay
13.5 x 15.5 x 15.5" 
sA77
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of the botanical motif. this plant form (ihlamvu) is ‘modern’ 

through being more overtly representational in style, but is 

also a reminder that ceramic pots were traditionally used by 

Zulu healers and evokes perhaps the sylvan inspiration for 

much southern African design. 

 But a very different member of the Zulu beerpot family is 

also representative of the beauty of the group despite its less 

elegant appearance.vi sA514 is an imbiza, a large, robust pot 

used to brew utshwala. It is not burnished, but darkened from 

use at the bottom, and has significantly thicker walls than 

most ukhamba. Yet despite its modest and durable functional-

ity, there is a skillfully decorated register around the neck of 

incised horizontal lines crossed by a wider zigzag pattern and 

framed by bands of triangular and diagonal motifs. this deco-

ration is crisply bordered on one side by a wide undecorated 

lip and on the other by the tight encasing of woven bark fiber, 

Imbisa, Zulu brewing vessel 
Clay and leather
19 x 18 x 18"
sA514 
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used to help cool the frothy brew by drenching the plant ma-

terial until saturated. the striking fusion of basketry and pot-

tery is entirely practical, but it is also an evocative doubling of 

two primary Zulu means of artfully forming vessels designed 

to produce a nourishing interiority — with all of the associ-

ated bodily metonyms.vii

 the beerpots are the center of Pucker Gallery’s south-

ern African holdings. But whilst ukhamba far outnumber the 

other works (and are responsible for them being in Boston, 

since they were often sent as gifts and gestures of goodwill 

inside the pottery shipments), there are some wonderful ex-

amples of what is increasingly described — and enshrined 

in public collections — as the art of the ‘household.’ the re-

cent redesign of the main African art gallery at the museum 

of fine Arts, Boston is a case in point. one of the cases is 

now devoted to “the elegance of useful objects” alongside 

the thematic categories “arts and the sphere of the ancestors,” 

“arts and the masquerade,” “arts and the passage of life,” and 

“African artists.” Whilst these divisions are rather awkward 

and the juxtapositions of an Igbo kola Nut tray, a kuba Drink-

ing horn and a Nupe vessel alongside what the museum de-

scribes as “the works from southern Africa…associated with 

cattle-keeping peoples whose portable objects appeal with 

their minimalist aesthetics” is problematic, it is still uplifting 

to read that “while the objects of daily use…received little 

attention, today we appreciate the elegant simplicity of their 

forms combining art and usefulness.” one of the works often 

on display in this grouping is an ukhamba donated to the 

mfA by Pucker Gallery in 2001.viii

 one of the most striking pieces in the mfA collection is a 

large oval “Lozi” wooden bowl, with a beautifully decorated 

lid comprising six waterfowl (with individualized tails) and an 

animated human figure from the timothy Phillips collection. 

Pucker Gallery also holds a significant number of Mikeke, 

seven of which are included in the current exhibition along-

side Lozi grain vessels (Tubane), stools, and water vessels. Ap-

Uphiso, Zulu beerpot, amasumpa design 
Clay 
15.25 x 14.5 x 14"
sA940

Umancishane, small Zulu drinking pot
Clay 
7.25 x 8 x 8"  
sA767 

Ukhamba, Zulu beerpot, amasumpa design
Clay 
8.5 x 10.25 x 10.25"
sA760

Inkhezo, Zulu ladle 
Wood
2 x 16.5 x 4.75"
sA235
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preciation of these objects has been enhanced by recent pub-

lications by karen milbourne on the history of Barotseland 

and Lozi citizens’ “inventive approach to identity, politics and 

the arts,” and the role played by king Lewanika, “who auda-

ciously utilized the power of art to envisage his nation” in the 

late nineteenth century.x the Lozi occupy the Western part of 

Zambia, and the floodplain (mukulo) of the Zambezi river in 

particular; at its height, the kingdom covered 400,000 square 

kilometers.xi It is a complex region with converging flows of 

people and ideas; as milbourne explains, “two migrations 

dominate Barotseland’s historical landscape, and their inter-

section weaves together the histories and aesthetic styles of 

central and southern Africa.”xii the first of these concerns the 

emergence of the Luyi, or Luyana, dynasty in the seventeenth 

century after a Lunda princess called mbuywamwambwa led 

her followers from southern Congo to the Zambezi plain; the 

second occurred around 1840 when the kololo invaded the 

region from the south as a result of the mfecane or “crush-

ing” in the southern African interior by the Zulu empire — in 

this respect the Zulu kingdom and the emergence of the Lozi 

kingdom are causally related.xiii It is from the twenty year rule 

of king sebituane that the silozi language in Western Zambia 

can be traced, but after his death in 1860 a power vacuum ex-

isted until a race to seize the royal drums (maoma), the critical 

symbols of power, was won by Luboshi, the son of minor chief 

Litia of Luyi descent. eventually, in 1885, Luboshi subdued all 

of his rivals for the title of Litunga (king) and was referred to by 

his praise-name, Liwanika lya Matunga, which became abbre-

viated to Lewanika, or “he who unites together.”xiv Lewanika 

brought together twenty-five different Bantu-speaking popula-

tions into a new nation through a complex central administra-

tion and also traded with further cultural groups on the margins 

of the kingdom. Among these peripheral groups who offered 

tribute to Lewanika were tonga and Luvale peoples, against 

whom Lewanika staged military campaigns in the 1880s and 

1890s to reinforce his control over them. examples of wonder-

Mulondo, Luvale water vessel 
Clay 
14 x 11.75 x 10.5" 
sA144

Inkhezo, Zulu ladle 
Wood
2 x 16.5 x 4.75"
sA235
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ful tonga beerpots (Morongo) and Luvale water vessels (Mulo-

ndo) are also included in this exhibition, such as sA144 which 

has wonderful sun-like rays around the neck that become vis-

ible when viewed from above, and haunting incised text that 

dates and locates the vessel to “Likulu West,” whilst announc-

ing for its intended international audience its function as an 

“African freezer.”

 Lewanika was a remarkable leader who accomplished a 

centralization of the military, an intricate system of tribute and 

trade, and progressive land reform including the construction 

of a network of drainage canals in the 1890s. But it was the 

international policy of his “incorporative kingdom” that was 

the most significant.xv As Gerald Caplan explains, “Lewanika’s 

chosen weapon by which to resist the palpable military su-

periority of encroaching white power was accommodation 

rather than confrontation.”xvi  In 1890 he was able to secure 

his kingdom as a British protectorate rather than a colony, 

and by so doing protected his borders, solidified his power, 

and extended the market for Lozi goods at the same time as 

accepting the reality of european presence. the manufacture 

of artworks were important to this process; as milbourne ar-

gues they were, “not so much timeless as timely in their abil-

ity to strengthen Lozi royal power and cultural identity.”xviii 

Dark, smoothly carved wooden lidded bowls with thin walls 

became the emblematic Lozi art form; although the creation 

of lidded bowls probably predates Lewanika’s reign, decora-

tive zoomorphic or architectural elements do not.xix Lewanika 

was a renowned artist himself, who carved wood and ivory, 

wove baskets from the roots of the mukenge tree, and fab-

ricated animal skins into blankets.xx He carved his own fly-

whisks when he became king, and established a workshop in 

the royal capital in which artists were, “accorded the time and 

respect to experiment and fine-tune their craft.”xxi Lewanika 

also built, staffed, and stocked a commercial store at victoria 

falls between 1902 and 1905, catering to the growing group 

of missionaries, traders, and explorers. Mikeke were also used 

as means of sealing agreements with outside authorities. Le-

wanika thus instituted a striking example of African artistic 

agency that balanced historical function with strategic com-

mercial consciousness. As milbourne proclaims, 

Lewanika and his successors have, literally, crafted Lozi identity and 

exported it worldwide. Within Barotseland, Lewanika’s recognizable 

style signaled that the days of political upheaval had come to an end; 

all Barotseland’s peoples were now united under one leader and one 

vision. Beyond Barotseland’s borders, these…works of art served as 

ambassadors, proving a tangible expression of Barotseland and Lozi 

identity from Cape Town, to Geneva and Los Angeles.xxii    

  

 But Mikeke must also be understood in relation to 

traditional Lozi concepts of proper diet, around which the 

gendered division of labor, and production more generally, was 

structured. All main meals consisted of two parts: buhobe (a 

maize, cassava, sorghum or sweet potato based porridge) and 

bunsunso (a meat or fish based stew or ‘relish’). this structure 

was critical conceptually as well as nutritionally; only the 

carefully prepared evening meal consisted of both parts (for 

breakfast leftover buhobe was normally mixed with soured milk 

into a paste, and lunch consisted of roasted whole cassava that 

was filling, thirst-quenching and easily portable).xxiii Bunsunso 

was the main source of protein; often made with bream, 

barbell or tiger-fish (the three main types of edible fish in the 

upper Zambezi), relish that was bovine-based was resonant 

of loyalty to the king because of the existence of royal herds 

(branded with a ‘W’), the regular cattle raids of the Litunga, 

and the use of cattle as tribute.xxiv But the evening meal process 

Mikeke, Lozi relish bowl 
Wood 
7 x 14.25 x 8.25" 
sA329

Mikeke, Lozi relish bowl
Wood 
5.75 x 16.75 x 8"
sA338
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located in the headman’s courtyard in which the whole village 

— men, women, and children — ate together in a carefully 

structured seating arrangement also visualized the principle of 

interdependent collectivity in which food became redistributed 

to both restate social hierarchies and provide for the sick and 

young. this principle of communal eating, called silyela, 

“reproduced the community,” before it started to die out in the 

1920s as ‘nuclear families’ became more common.xxv In this 

way, wooden bowls designed to contain Bunsunso contained 

the Lozi moral economy as well.xxvi Prins has emphasized the 

“energizing principle” of likute (politeness/respect) knitting 

together Lozi cultural and political success, and nineteenth 

century explorers marveled at the “positive moral restraint” 

exercised in the kingdom, where appropriate behavior and 

etiquette was rigorously adhered to.xxvii manifestations of this 

famously include the elaborate hand clapping performances 

structuring respectful greetings. the centrality of ukuhlonipha 

(polite behavior) to Zulu linguistic and embodied propriety 

has also been much written about.xxviii these complex systems 

linking public engagement, bodily deportment, and social 

Mikeke, Lozi relish bowl
Wood 
8.5 x 12 x 9.5"
sA93

Mikeke, Lozi relish bowl 
Wood 
10 x 9 x 8.75" 
sA339

Mikeke, Lozi relish bowl 
Wood 
8.75 x 9 x 8.5" 
sA562
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hierarchy are important means of discerning the significance of 

these southern African artworks since their use and exchange 

was enmeshed in these rituals of (self)presentation, hospitality, 

and communality, and their forms materialized these ideas.     

 the Lozi relish bowls in this exhibition have a wonderful 

range of handle designs including abstract architectural forms 

(possibly referencing one of the three traditional types of 

house and roof design in Barotseland), zoomorphic decora-

tion — waterfowl (sA329), a snake (sA93), crocodile (sA332), 

and ducks (sA339) — and a single canoe (sA338).xxix What 

links these designs is a third frame through which to fully ap-

preciate Lozi artworks: the impact of the Zambezi floodplain 

environment.xxx the diamond-shaped floodplain (bulozi) is 

about 100 miles long and is a mosaic of different soils, sand, 

heavy clay, and loam. the floodplain has few trees and pro-

vided one of the largest expanses of grazing free from tsetse 

fly in central and southern Africa. Dotted throughout bulozi 

were large mounds (some natural, some man-made) atop of 

which were, according to tradition, the oldest Luyi villages. on 

the edges is the mukulo, the lightly forested bush area where 

‘true’ Lozi built temporary villages during the annual migration 

ku omboka (literally “to get out of the water”) when the flood 

was high — the waters are at their height in march. It is where 

most of the population lives today. Below the floodplain, the 

Zambezi enters a passage of rapids culminating with Ngonye 

falls, which constricts the water torrent and is the reason why 

the upper Zambezi floods every year, creating the bulozi.xxxi 

the annual movement of Lozi peoples from the floodplain to 

higher ground is signaled by the Kuomboka river pageant. Le-

wanika transformed this from a small procession of boats to a 

dramatic extravaganza of royal power, although the design of 

the nalikwanda (royal barge) has changed little since the early 

nineteenth century. milbourne describes the start of the event:

As the full moon rises high in the night sky, Barotseland’s king lifts the 

mallets with which he will sound the night maoma. The royal drums 

thunder throughout the night…as the sun rises high on the following 

day, the king boards a black and white barge paddled by up to 120 

men in leopard skins, red berets and lions’ manes to lead a flotilla of 

barges, banana boats, and dugout canoes across lily-studded waters. 

On board, the king travels inside the shade of a domed white shelter 

that echoes the form of royal cenotaphs (lutanga).xxxii 

Himba milk and grain basket
Grass 
9.75 x 8.75 x 7.5"
sA105

Otjzharere, Himba headrest
Wood 
5.5 x 5 x 4.25" 
sA110
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 It may not only be the amphibious associations of the 

animals and canoe carvings that relate Pucker Gallery Mikeke 

to the river pageant, for it is tempting to equate the essen-

tial bipartite design of the lidded bowls with habitation and 

movement across the floodplain. the lids are practical — they 

keep the porridge and/or relish warm and free of flies — but 

they may also allude to the large mounds upon which vil-

lages in the floodplain were constructed, and indeed to the 

sight of the royal barge. the prominent domed shelter on the 

100 foot long king’s barge is topped with an animal sculpture 

(normally an elephant, but it has also sported long-horned 

cows, giraffes and antelopes). It is interesting in this respect 

that the representational elements are only ever on the lid 

— the upper half of the ensemble — whilst decoration on 

the bowl rarely comprises more than a series of concentric 

rings that could be evocative of different water levels.xxxiii even 

if this interpretation is too speculative, the carving of bowls 

like sA562 is very pleasing. the two sections fit comfortably 

together, whilst the inside of the lid reveals the use of two dif-

ferent colored woods invisible from the outside. the handle, 

finely poised between suggesting the hip of a roof and two 

abstracted birds, encourages different dimensions of the hu-

man hand and two possible lifting motions: the whole of the 

protrusion fits beautifully into an adult palm, whilst the open 

design generates two effective finger holes. 

 Another fascinating group of objects in this exhibition 

— a grain basket (sA105), ochre containers (sA112), and 

two headrests (sA110 and sA111) — were made by the 

Himba, a semi-nomadic pastoral group of approximately 

15,000 people in northwest Namibia and 10,000 people in 

southwestern Angola. Although the Himba are numerically 

a small minority group they, like the Lozi in Zambia and the 

Zulu in south Africa, have become an iconic ‘indigenous 

group,’ particularly since Namibia achieved independence 

and kaokoland became more accessible on newly built 

roads, but their rise to prominence is for rather different rea-

sons. As michael Bollig argues: 

They have been presented as isolated, subsistence-oriented herd-

ers, savage beauties, polygamous patriarchs, and persistent des-

ert dwellers. Today…Himba are taken as representatives of an 

unspoiled pre-colonial past in which ideas on ecologically sound 

environmental management, of highly cohesive tribes, and patriar-

chal governance merge. The recent and widely publicized debate 

on the effects of the contested Epupa Hydro-Electric dam scheme, 

which may inundate parts of Himba land in the future, has brought 

these images clearly to the fore.xxxiv 

 Himba women, in particular, have become widely 

circulated symbols of an honorable, body-conscious, and 

beautifully adorned nomadic lifestyle.xxxv this process of “in-

digenization” has led to increased appreciation of Himba 

material culture but could be seen as a form of “positive 

racism” that carries traces of the principle of “natural apart-

heid” applied to many cultural groups in southern Africa 

during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. the Himba 

speak otjiHerero, a southwestern Bantu language, and eth-

nic boundaries with adjoining groups like the Herero of 

kaokoland and the Hakaona and Zemba of southwestern 

Angola are transient and contorted by a century of colonial 

domination.xxxvi

 Nonetheless, the Himba have retained a strong cultural 

identity based upon cattle symbolism and personal adorn-

ment, and are highly skilled pastoralists.xxxvii sA112 is a set of 

onja, containers of otjize, a balm normally made of a pow-

der comprised of bark from the omumbara tree and a wild 

bush called omazumba, ground ochre, and butterfat.xxxviii It is 

scented with myrrh, traditionally applied to the body and to 

important wooden artifacts, and is meant to repel insects and 

serve as a cosmetic. the containers are made of horn or bone, 

and the lids and strap are made of leather and iron beads. 

Both containers remain half filled with black and red otjize 

respectively; the fit is so effective that the mixture remains 

viscous and useable. finger marks are visible on the interior 

walls, and all the surfaces are infused with ochre. When the 

lids are removed, the combination of bone and leather ‘foot’ 

are reminiscent of hooves, accentuating the bovine associa-

tions of the butterfat base of onja. 

 sA111 is also coated with ochre and still smells of ani-

mal resin and wood smoke. It is a headrest of modest di-

mensions comprised of a mound-like base, two supporting 

columns and a shield-shaped platform with arching ends. 

Called “wooden pillows” by nineteenth century explorers, 

headrests have been made in Ancient egypt, China, Japan 

and Polynesia. Given the limitations on height and size im-

posed by the length of the human neck and the angle at 

which it can be comfortably raised off the ground, they are 

remarkably varied in design.xxxix Necessarily connected with 

the significance of hair and with the maintenance of some-

times stunning coiffures, these objects can be interpreted as 

extensions as well as supports of the human body, as they 

develop deeply personalized patina through intimate corpo-

real contact and the absorption of sweat and skin.xl the base 

of sA111 is decorated with a series of incised dotted lines 

traversing the elevation and converging near a midpoint  
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signaled by the meeting of two larger passages of triangu-

lar striation. the sleeping platform is undecorated but seems 

deliberately orientated around natural radiating circles in the 

wood grain.xli It is difficult not to interpret the thickly applied 

ochre as a link back to the (now absent) body of its owner; both 

surfaces — skin and wood — having been softened, stained 

and alluringly obfuscated by the sticky mixture. 

 the other headrests in the exhibition, attributed to the 

Zulu and the swazi, are strikingly different. they are horizon-

tally rather than vertically orientated, with burnished sheen 

rather than ochre encrustation, and generous in size and pro-

portion compared to the Himba pieces.xlii Zulu headrests are 

termed isigqiki and tend to have slightly splayed pyramidal 

or rectangular legs with a mixture of fluting and amasumpa 

as relief decoration. Yvonne Winters identifies a growing ten-

dency for a pattern of diagonally placed triangles on the legs 

of isigqiki called indlela yegoli (“road to Johannesburg”). this 

design is visible on sA359, and the same motif can be found 

on beadwork made by girls whose lovers have left for ur-

ban areas as migrant workers.xliii there are two main types of 

headrests: those with strong allusions to cattle, such as sA890 

and sA891, that have fluting resembling pairs of legs when 

viewed from the side, an “umbilical lug” in the middle of the 

underside of the platform, and flattened tail-like forms at ei-

ther end; and headrests with planar architectural units on the 

legs and platform such as sA358. the bovine allusions can 

be interpreted as symbols of wealth and status in addition to 

more general evocations of the “cattle complex” operative in 

pastoral societies, whilst architectural forms could reference 

shelters built to shade both animals and ancestors.xliv 

 the notion that headrests were a means of communicat-

ing with ancestors by channeling dreams, maintaining a link 

between the sleeping head and the earth, and symbolizing 

genealogical descent through inheritance from relatives has 

been much speculated upon. they were certainly involved in 

a variety of rituals including burials and dowries within Zulu 

marriages. they have symbolic connections to prestige staffs 

and stools, and have been ‘empowered’ through the addition 

of snuff boxes and iron rings.xlv As a result, they blur conven-

tional art historical boundaries between the everyday and the 

esoteric, the functional and the aesthetic. Indeed, the objects 

in this exhibition, and southern and eastern African art more 

generally, undermine demarcations of the domestic and the 

communal, the public and the private, the practical and the 

spiritual. In this respect these headrests bring us back to Zulu 

beerpots, Lozi wooden vessels, and milkpails since all have 

been used to honor and communicate with ancestors, partly 

perhaps because of the relative scarcity of figurative carvings 

in these regions.xlvi But the blurring of boundaries goes further 

since these artworks are used as iconic symbols of specific 

Onja, Himba otijze containers 
Leather, wood, ochre, and iron
7 x 15.25 x 3.25" 
sA112
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ethnic identity, but are also being adopted by many distinct 

cultural groups. This issue is particularly resonant in the case 

of Lozi and Zulu artifacts since the objects themselves were 

purposefully used to promote the identity of a defi nable 

‘Kingdom’ both regionally and internationally. At the same 

time, debates about who is truly ‘Lozi’ or ‘Zulu’ remain rel-

evant and complex, and issues of membership, polity and 

ownership of Zulu cultural symbols in particular have been 

entangled in Apartheid and post-Apartheid struggles.xlvii A fur-

ther permeation of boundaries can be discerned in the struc-

ture to Prins’ analysis of Lozi society, with his focus on diet 

and cosmology respectively. Milbourne’s recent contributions 

to Smithsonian institution publications echo this, with Lozi 

art forms related to cultural astrology in 2012 and the earth 

as material and metaphor in 2013. Yet this pairing has more 

in common than we might at fi rst recognize: stars and the 

land are ‘real’ things and provide spatial markers, routes and 

boundaries. At the same time, they are deeply conceptual, 

abstract and ‘good to think with’ to borrow Levi-Strauss’s fa-

mous phrase.xlviii Are both organized into meaningful patterns 

decodable by the discerning eye of the expert/diviner? Or are 

they infi nitely variable, formless and unseeable? They certain-

ly provide the framing edges for life in Southern Africa. 

 This blurring of boundaries in pursuit of the beautiful and 

useful is a helpful means of appreciating African art’s capac-

ity to joyfully slip through and move past our clumsier in-

tellectual and academic barriers. It can serve as a tool not 

to bolt down or hammer into shape our appreciation of the 

beautifully made and profoundly invested material surface, 

but rather a tool to soften, smooth, and burnish it. It is sig-

nifi cant, perhaps, that we have few adjectives for processes 

of blurring compared to their antonyms that do not carry a 

pejorative connotation; at best they are semantically neutral. 

Yet the paradox of an illuminating permeation or a burnished 

adumbration seems to me an appropriate evocation of the 

potency of Pucker Gallery more generally. Throughout its 

forty-seven years at 171 Newbury Street it has blurred lines 

between the commercial and the educational, the gallery and 

the museum, through its pairing of exhibitions and physical 

structure across multiple fl oors housing over 7,000 objects. 

Yet its capacity to bring light to our appreciation of beauti-

ful things through unexpected juxtapositions and the bring-

ing together of previously disconnected artistic traditions has 

created contact zones that are aesthetic, conceptual and ulti-

mately very human. 

 SA793 is a beautiful Southern African milkpail; the 

grain of the wood swirls and curls around the swelling ves-

sel and its wonderfully smooth surface is almost epider-

mal. The transformation engendered by the carver becomes 

apparent when you look at the bottom of the pail with its 

rings of gnarled and variegated wood. It makes a mockery 

of the idea that there is no beautiful fi gurative sculpture in 

Southern African traditions; whilst durable and effective as 

a vessel secured between (normally male) knees via the 

Swazi headrest
Wood
6.25 x 17 x 3"
SA41
 

Otjzharere, Himba headrest
5.5 x 3.5 x 4.5"
Wood
SA111

Isigqiki, Zulu headrest
Wood
4 x 21 x 3.5" 
SA358
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Isigqiki, Zulu headrest
Wood
4.75 x 16 x 3.25" 
SA359

protrusions on the side, its shape, texture, and metaphori-

cal associations conjure the potency of the maternal body 

sensually and symbolically. The geometric patterning feels 

— and looks — like an aging piece of scarifi cation, slowly 

softening back into a living surface, and it is hard not to en-

gage with it as a beautifully abstracted torso. Like the other 

objects in this exhibition, there are various layers of inter-

pretation that we can rub over this Ithunga. Some layers may 

only superfi cially burnish our appreciation of the milkpail; 

others may deeply infuse it. Still others merely refl ect back 

our prejudices. But the beauty, dignity, and integrity of it 

shine through.

Jonathan Shirland received his PhD in Art History from University College 

London in 2002. He has taught at University College London and Uni-

versity of York, and worked as the Curator of Public Programmes at the 

Royal Academy of Arts, London. Among his publications are articles in the 

journals Art History, Visual Culture in Britain, and Aries. He is currently As-

sistant Professor of Art History at Bridgewater State University in Massachu-

setts. In addition to classroom teaching, he leads a three-week art history 

study tour to Tanzania with students. Professor Shirland is also lead curator 

of the project Violence Transformed (www.violencetransformed.com).

 i The symbolic meaning of amasumpa has been much debated. Originally 
it may have been a symbol of wealth and a royal prerogative, alluding to 
great herds of cattle. The design is prevalent on izingxotha, brass armbands 
given to subjects by Zulu kings, and the same term is used for the notches 
on counting sticks, used to determine the heads of cattle in a powerful indi-
vidual’s herd. Other scholars relate the pattern to female cicatrization pat-
terns, and even to stellifi cation patterns denoting cosmological allusions. 
See, for example, Anitra Nettleton, ‘Personal Objects and the Desire for 
Individuation: The Pethica Collection,’ The Art of Southern Africa, Milan, 
2007, and Juliet Armstrong, Gavin Whitelaw and Dieter Reusch, ‘Pots That 
Talk,’ Southern African Humanities, vol. 20, December 2008, 527–542.

 ii For a detailed description of the variety of methods used by Zulu potters 
to achieve surface pattern and decoration see Elizabeth Perrill, Ukucwe-
bezela: To Shine. Contemporary Zulu Ceramics, Bloomington, 2009. 

 iii The surfaces are also traditionally treated with amafutha enkomo (cow’s 
fat) or, controversially, sometimes with shoe polish to enhance the black 
sheen of the fi nish.

 iv See Suzanne Preston Blier, ‘Ways of Experiencing African Art: The Role of 
Patina,’ Art of the Senses: Masterpieces from the William and Bertha Teel 
Collection, Boston, 2004, 11–23. Sales of ceramic objects to museums and 
white urban patrons have been taking place in KwaZulu-Natal since at least 
1905. The infl uence of non-Zulu patronage has led scholars to separate ce-
ramics sold and held in collections into the symbolic categories ‘domestic 
ware,’ ‘umsamo ware,’ ‘tourist ware,’ and ‘collector’s pottery.’

 v See Elizabeth Perrill, Zulu Pottery, Noordhoek, 2012.
 vi The main types of Zulu beerpots are: imbiza (large brewing pot), iph-

angela (large drinking and storage pot), ukhamba (the primary type of 
drinking vessel and also the general term for Zulu ceramic pots), uman-
cishane (small drinking pot, related to the word for “stingy” but primarily 
used to hold utshwala presented to ancestors on the umsamo, a sacred, 
raised area at the back of the homestead), and uphiso (pot with a distinc-
tive neck used for transportation. In addition, inkhezo (ladles) such as 
SA235 and spoons and stirrers are a part of the material culture of Zulu 
beer production.

 vii The common use of imbhenge – small circular woven baskets – as lids for 
ikhamba and repositories for foam when it is skimmed from the top of ut-
shwala is another direct combination of basketry and pottery techniques. 
Beer skimmers and strainers are often made of woven ilala leaves. See 
Jannine van Heerden, Zulu Basketry, Noordhoek, 2009, 21-29.

 viii Pucker Gallery has also given Southern African pottery the Peabody Mu-
seum at Harvard University, the Snite Museum of Art at Notre Dame Uni-
versity, Smith College Museum of Art, and the Fleming Museum at the 
University of Vermont.

 ix Ian Hodder uses the term Mukeke wa kota for these lidded wooden bowls, 
but I use the more common translation Mikeke. See Ian Hodder, Symbols 
in Action: Ethnoarchaeological Studies of Material Culture, Cambridge, 
1982, 120.
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 x see karen e. milbourne, ‘Lewanika’a Workshop and the vision of Lozi 
Arts, Zambia,’ in sidney Littlefield and till förster (eds), African Art and 
Agency in the Workshop Bloomington 2013, 233-251, and karen e. mil-
bourne, ‘moonlight and Clapping Hands: Lozi Cosmic Arts of Barotseland 
(Western Zambia)’ in, Christine mullen kreamer (ed), African Cosmos: 
Stellar Arts, Washington D.C., 2012, 283–300.

 xi see Ian Hodder, Symbols in Action: Ethnoarchaeological Studies of Mate-
rial Culture, Cambridge, 1982, 105. 

 xii milbourne, ‘moonlight,’ 284.
 xiii see Gwyn Prins, The Hidden Hippopotamus. Reappraisal in African History: 

the early colonial experience in Western Zambia, Cambridge, 1980, 29.
 xiv for a detailed explication of this story see Prins, 29-31.
 xv see Prins, 33.
 xvi see milbourne, ‘Lewanika’s workshop,’ 234.
 xvii When the protectorate was established, the king gave up the right to try 

theft, witchcraft and murder offences. serfdom was abolished in 1906 and 
the tribute system replaced with payment to royal officials by British au-
thorities in 1925. mongu was developed as a new provincial capital, but 
influential royal centers still remain active. see Hodder, 109. the success 
of Lewanika’s strategies is indicated by his invitation alongside a select 
group of African kings to the coronation of edward vII in england in 1902

 xviii milbourne, ‘moonlight,’ 285. the design of Lozi stools such as sA239 
strongly suggests european influence.

 xix the only detailed study of Zambezi arts from the early 1900s was by the 
missionary frédéric Christol, whose descriptions of Lozi stools, spoons, 
canoes, thumb pianos and baskets remains an important reference for art 
historians. see Prins, 25 and milbourne, ‘Lewanika’s workshop,’ 240.

 xx see milbourne, ‘Lewanika’s workshop,’ 238.
 xxi see milbourne, ‘Lewanika’s workshop,’ 239.
 xxii see milbourne, ‘Lewanika’s workshop,’ 244–245.
 xxiii see Prins, 55.
 xxiv see Prins, 78–88. Lozi herds in the later nineteenth century comprised 

mainly Zebu based crossbreeds called Batoka and Barotse oxen. People 
were also compensated in the justice system, mourned, and buried with 
cattle, whilst divorce was granted on payment of an ox as a fine to the previ-
ous husband. As with many southern African peoples, there was a refined 
series of nouns and adjectives relating directly to colors and ages of cattle.

 xxv Prins, 90.
 xxvi milbourne argues that round bowl shapes were more likely to have been 

intended for buhobe rather than bunsunso.
 xxvii  see Prins, 113–115.
 xxviii see for example elizabeth Perrill, ‘the Aesthetics of Communication, 

Communicating Aesthetics: Contemporary Zulu Ceramics & ‘Polite’ Pro-
duction,” unpublished paper/work in progress, 2006.

 xxix Ladislav Holy claims that stylized ducks are the oldest Lozi zoomorphic 
motif. see his Zambian Traditional Art, Neezam, 1971, 12. the elephant 
is the animal most associated with the king, whilst waterbirds may tradi-
tionally have referenced the wives of chiefs. see milbourne, ‘Lewanika’s 
workshop,’ 242. xxx In Lozi mythology the Zambezi was home to three 
beasts: the monstrous water snake Lingongole, the white cow Liombeka-
lala, and the waterbuck Nondwatuya, whose scrabbling hooves could 
change the river’s course. see Prins, 19.

 xxxi see Prins, 19–21. the floodplain supports a variety of arable crops includ-
ing sorghum, maize, cassava and sweet potato, whilst the surrounding 
forests are home to teak, ash, white mahogany and ebony. for a discus-
sion of the mumwa Crafts Association formed in 1994 which structures 
the selling of wooden vessels and woven baskets made in twenty-two Lozi 
communities and which devotes twenty percent of income generated to 
replanting local trees to preserve the resources used in the manufacture 
of these products see karen e. milbourne, Earth Matters: Land as Material 
and Metaphor in the Arts of Africa, Washington D.C., 2013, 218–219.

 xxxii milbourne, ‘moonlight,’ 291.
 xxxiii It is striking that in many of the Pucker Gallery examples, the grain of the 

wood is more overt in the bowl than the lid, evocative perhaps of the pulls 
and eddies of fast moving water.

 xxxiv michael Bollig and Heike Heinemann, ‘Nomadic savages, ochre People 
and Heroic Herders: visual Presentations of the Himba of Namibia’s kao-
koland,’ Visual Anthropology, 15, 2002, 267–312. see also, Christofer 
Wärnlöf, ‘the “discovery” of the Himba: the politics of ethnographic film-
making,’ Africa 70: 2, 2000, 175-91.

 xxxv edward Bruner has noted this gendered difference between representa-
tions of the Himba compared to other southern and eastern African pas-
toralists remarking, “the basic story about the maasai, samburu, and Zulu 
is a gendered Western fantasy of the male warrior — proud, courageous, 
brave, aristocratic, and independent...associated with this warrior narra-
tive are artifacts and adornments — shield and spear, beads, earrings, 
red ochre, sandals. Himba images are equally gendered but focus on the 
female body…elegant, embellished with ornaments and jewelry.” see ed-
ward m. Bruner, ‘the representation of African Pastoralists: A Commen-
tary,’ Visual Anthropology, 15, 2002, 387-392. Bollig and Heinemann 
caustically remark that the Himba are, “are a multi-functional product 
which can be used by samsonite, women’s magazines, and indigenous 
rights groups at the same time...if the Himba were not already prominent 
in many discourses, they would be invented by a globalized communi-
cation industry to serve as visual counterpoints to modernity. Bollig & 
Heinemann,’ Nomadic savages,’ 39.

 xxxvi  Himba were confined within the south African reserve system, and de-
pended upon subsistence livestock husbandry between 1920 and 1980. 
see michael Bollig and Jan-Bart Gewald (eds), People, Cattle and Land—
Transformations of Pastoral Society, rüdiger köppe; 2nd edition 2009, 4-5.

 xxxvii Cattle carry symbolic capital beyond intrinsic nutritional value but the 
meanings are far from uniform since herds are divided into two differ-
ent categories, and are linked to the most famous anthropological trait of 
Himba culture — the double descent system. Cattle transferred through 
patrilineal lines are considered sacred, immutable and essential to ritu-
als honoring ancestors; cattle transferred matrilineally (60-85 percent of 
most herds) are not considered sacred, and are far more freely traded, 
slaughtered and loaned. each patrilineage has a specific associated color 
configuration, so ideally all its cattle should be of this color/pattern. for 
an analysis of Himba cattle transactions see D.P. Crandall, ‘the role of 
time in Himba valuations of Cattle,’ Journal of the Royal Anthropological 
Institute vol.4, No. 1, 1998, 101-114.

 xxxviii for information about Himba hairdressing, jewelry and cosmetics see C. 
e. Plenker, ‘ovahimba personal adornment,’ Ornament, vol. 24: 4, sum-
mer 2003.

 xxxix see Anitra Nettleton, African Dream Machines: Style, Identity and Mean-
ing of African Headrests, Johannesburg, 2007, 2-20.

 xl for arguments about the importance of hair and hairdressing in various 
African and diaspora cultures, see roy sieber & frank Herremann (eds), 
Hair in African Art and Culture, New York, 2000.

 xli the dotted lines are similar to the Himba headrest in the University of 
Witwatersrand Art Galleries illustrated in Nettleton’s book, although the 
rest of the design is different. Nettleton speculates that decoration could 
indicate that it was a woman’s headrest, with plain Himba versions re-
corded as men’s. see Nettleton, ‘Dream machines,’ 91. the other Himba 
headrest in the Pucker collection (sA108) has open geometric forms com-
prising the support, but a similar pair of striated triangle motifs meets on 
the side of the base.

 xlii Nettleton disputes the recent tendency to reattribute headrests and carved 
objects to the swazi rather than the Zulu. see ‘Dream machines,’ 265.

 xliii see Yvonne Winters, ‘the secret of Zulu bead language and proportion 
and balance of the Zulu headrest,’ in Carton, Ladand and sithole (eds), 
Zulu Identities: Being Zulu, Past and Present, New York, 2009, 418-423.

 xliv see Nettleton, ‘Dream machines,’ 372.
 xlv see Nettleton, ‘Dream machines,’ 359, Winters, ‘Bead Language,’ 420, 

and sandra klopper, ‘”Zulu” headrests and figurative carvings: the Bren-
thurst Collection and the art of south east Africa,’ in Patricia Davidson 
(ed), Art and Ambiguity: Perspectives on the Brenthurst Collection of 
Southern African Art, Johannesburg, 80-89.

 xlvi for a description of Lozi use of wooden vessels and milk at royal gravesites 
see milbourne, ‘moonlight,’ 293. for a discussion of Zulu beerpots on 
umsamo and the significance of the blackening of surfaces see elizabeth 
Perrill, Zulu Pottery, Noordhoek, 2012, 9. for an analysis of Himba use 
of milkpails in ancestral worship see Bollig & Gewald, ‘People, Cattle and 
Land,’ 46-47.

 xlvii see in particular, sandra klopper, ‘He is my king but he is also my child’: 
Inkatha, the African National Congress and the struggle for control over 
Zulu cultural symbols,’ Oxford Art Journal, 19: 1, 1996, 53-66.

xlviii  see Claude Levi-strauss, Totemism, Boston, 1963, 89. Levi-strauss is re-
ferring to animal life and its ability to clarify human knowledge as well as 
provide food sources. 
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swazi headrest 
Wood 
5.5 x 21.25 x 3.75"
sA890

Ukhamba, Zulu beerpot
Clay 
11 x 12 x 12"
sA35
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Ithunga, Zulu milk pail 
Wood 
15.5 x 11 x 11" 
sA793

Ithunga, Zulu milk pail
Wood 
13 x 6.75 x 5.5"
sA229A
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Ugqoko, Zulu meat tray
Wood 
22.5 x 10.5 x 3"
sA129

Kapula, Lozi sitting stool 
Wood 
9 x 8.75 x 9.5" 
sA239

Tubane, Lozi grain vessel
Wood 
14 x 7 x 7" 
sA323
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Ugqoko, Zulu meat tray
Wood 
3.75 x 21.5 x 13.25" 
sA412
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swazi headrest
Wood 
5.75 x 18.5 x 3"
sA783

Ukhamba, Zulu beerpot, amasumpa design 
Clay
9.75 x 12.5 x 12.25"
sA287
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Ukhamba, Zulu beerpot, amasumpa design   
Clay
11.5 x 15.25 x 15.25"  
sA50

Ukhamba, Zulu beerpot, amasumpa design 
Clay
8.25 x 10 x 9.5"
sA78
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Mulondo, Luvale water vessel
Clay 
11.5 x 8.25 x 7" 
sA263

Mikeke, Lozi relish bowl
Wood
6.5 x 14 x 12"
sA95
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Ukhamba, Zulu beerpot, amasumpa design
Clay
11 x 13 x 13"
sA36

Drum
Wood
38 x 12 x 12" 
sA271

Ukhamba, Zulu beerpot, amasumpa design
Clay 
10.75 x 11.25 x 11.25"
sA823
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Likwana, Lozi water vessel 
Clay 
13.5 x 12 x 12"
sA456A

Ukhamba, Zulu beerpot, amasumpa design 
Clay 
8.25 x 10 x 10.5"
sA651
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Ugqoko, Zulu meat tray
Wood 
4 x 32 x 11.5"
sA185

Morongo, tonga beerpot
Clay 
11.5 x 14 x 13.75"
sA176
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Ukhamba, Zulu beerpot, amasumpa design
Clay 
6.75 x 9 x 8.5" 
sA635

Ukhamba, Zulu beerpot, amasumpa design 
Clay
8.5 x 9 x 8.75" 
sA80 

Likwana, Lozi water vessel
Clay 
15 x 12.5 x 11.5"
sA816
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Mulondo, Luvale water vessel
Clay 
9 x 9.5 x 9"
sA436

Ukhamba, Zulu beerpot
Clay 
10 x 11.5 x 10.5"
sA437

makonde grain vessel 
Clay
13 x 16.5 x 16" 
sA397
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Ukhamba, Zulu beerpot, amasumpa design 
Clay 
13.75 x 17.75 x 17.5" 
sA32

Ukhamba, Zulu beerpot, amasumpa design
Clay
8.5 x 10.75 x 10.75"
sA38
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Ithunga, Zulu milk pail
Wood 
17.25 x 5.5 x 6.5"
sA402

Ukhamba, Zulu beerpot, amasumpa design
Clay
9.5 x 10.25 x 10"
sA19

Ukhamba, Zulu beerpot 
Clay
9.75 x 11.5 x 11.5"
sA27
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Ugqoko, Zulu meat tray
Wood 
3.5 x 26.5 x 11"
sA954

Ithunga, Zulu milk pail 
Wood 
15 x 8 x 5.5"
sA781
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Ukhamba, Zulu beerpot, amasumpa design 
Clay 
11.5 x 12 x 11" 
sA536

Uphiso, Zulu beerpot 
Clay 
14 x 13.5 x 13.25"
sA195
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Ukhamba, Zulu beerpot, amasumpa design 
Clay 
8.25 x 10.75 x 10.5" 
sA212

makonde grain vessel
Clay 
9.25 x 9.5 x 9.25"
sA400
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Ukhamba, Zulu beerpot, amasumpa design
Clay 
12.5 x 14.75 x 14.75"
sA434

Ukhamba, Zulu beerpot, amasumpa design
Clay 
10.5 x 11.5 x 11.5"
sA628

Ukhamba, Zulu beerpot
Clay
9.25 x 11 x 11.25" 
sA729
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Tubane, Lozi grain vessel 
Clay, wood lid
13.75 x 11.75 x 11.75" 
sA346

Morongo, tonga beerpot
Clay
9 x 12.5 x 12"
sA175
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Ithunga, Zulu milk pail
Wood 
14.25 x 7.75 x 7.25"
sA219

Ithunga, Zulu milk pail
Wood 
13.25 x 9.25 x 7.5" 
sA879 

Inkheso Zulu ladle 
Wood 
3.25 x 12.5 x 3.5"
sA622
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Ithunga, Zulu milk pail
Wood
13 x 5.25 x 6.75"  
sA594

Tubane, Lozi grain vessel
Wood 
15.25 x 12.5 x 12"
sA97

Kapula, Lozi sitting stool 
Wood 
7.5 x 9.5 x 12” 
sA314
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Ukhamba, Zulu beerpot, possibly Hlabisa region
Clay
8 x 11 x 8.25" 
sA516

Likwana, Lozi water vessel
Clay
13 x 10.75 x 10.25" 
sA935
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Maselo, Lozi basket
Chikenge root
5.5 x 15.5 x 14" 
sA327

Mulondo, Luvale water vessel 
Clay 
11 x 9 x 8.5" 
sA154
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Zulu grain basket 
straw 
16.5 x 14 x 10" 
sA718 
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DATES: 10 January through 15 February 2015

Mikeke, Lozi relish bowl 
Wood 
5.5 x 13.75 x 7.5"
SA332

PUCKER GALLERY
240 Newbury Street, 3rd floor
Boston, MA 02116
Phone: 617.267.9473
Fax: 617.424.9759
E-mail: contactus@puckergallery.com

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Please visit www.puckergallery.com to view current and past ex-
hibition catalogues, experience audio tours, and subscribe to the 
Artwork of the Week and Pottery of the Week e-mail lists.

GALLERY HOURS:
Monday through Saturday 10:00 am to 5:30 pm
Sunday 10:30 am to 5:00 pm

We offer one free hour of validated parking at the 200 Newbury 
Street Garage. The garage driving entrance is located on Exeter 
Street between Newbury and Boylston Streets. The nearest MBTA 
stop is Copley Station on the Green Line.

Pucker Gallery is a member of the Boston Art Dealers Association 
and the New England Appraisers Association.
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